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Introduction
Human-centered design has been a dominant innovation methodology in service industries, from medicine to insurance to finance.1
It has now come to the legal system, together with movements
related to legal technology, legal hacking, and access to justice
reform, as a collective legal design movement.2
University labs, conferences, classes, and new job positions
are oriented around “legal design”—the marriage of a human-centered design approach to the challenges and structures of the legal
system. 3 This burgeoning community of people is interested in
using a design approach to improve the legal system.4 In light of
this growth, the need arises for more rigor: rigor in how a design
process is applied, in how design research is conducted, and in
how the outcomes of this process and research are evaluated. Further discussion is needed to ground this design work, which is
often creative, decentralized, and open, in an essential set of methods and instruments. These parameters can ensure honest reflection on how well the design approach can serve the legal system,
improve people’s access to justice, and promote innovation in this
professional community.
This special issue presents pieces from lawyers, designers,
technologists, scholars, and community organizers that detail what
legal design is in practice. The pieces demonstrate how the craft of
legal design is developing as one that combines a communityoriented co-design ethos, with a commitment to navigating the
bureaucracies of the legal system to effect change, and with the
integration of empirical research to evaluate whether user-centered
design and policy proposals do, in fact, improve people’s outcomes.
Before readers dive into this collection of cases, this introductory piece gives some initial grounding. It offers an initial legal
design process, set of research methodologies and instruments,
and grounding in analogous fields and literature. It also offers
a wider theory of change—of how a design approach can feed into
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improved legal services, policy-making, and civic interactions
between people and government. This initial vision of a rigorous
design and research methodology for the legal system is a first
version; researchers and practitioners can refine it as they learn the
best methods to use in specific legal contexts. As an initial architecture, it aims to open a conversation around rigorous humancentered experiments to improve the legal system. It also seeks to
engender a willingness among those working on design, technology, and innovation in law to hold themselves accountable with a
commitment to strong research and evaluation standards.
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A Design Approach to Legal System Innovation
Legal design is a nascent movement to make the legal system
work better for people. 5 It has been developed out of work in
human-centered and visual design, civic technology, and participatory policy-making. It brings a lawyerly focus on abstract complexities (e.g., what rights we have, what risks we face, what rules
constrain us) with a designerly focus on lived experience (how we
do things, how things look and feel to us, how things serve us).
Both the lawyerly focus and designerly focus share a core similarity: to strategically improve people’s outcomes in a system, to solve
complex problems, to be in service.
		 Legal design seeks the improvement of the legal system
on multiple fronts: It wants to make the system more accessible to
lay people who must use it to resolve problems with money, housing, and family; it has in view corporate professionals who use the
system to contract, litigate, and conduct business; and it serves policy-makers and government officials who use the system to set
standards, hold powerful interests accountable, and enforce compliance based on rights and obligations.
The purpose of legal design is to develop a human-centered,
participatory approach to reforming the legal system—one that
recognizes the importance of new technology but that does not
privilege it as the main way to innovate. The approach weaves
together design of documents, products, services, spaces, policies,
and laws to make systemic changes that still pay close attention
to front-line realities. It recognizes the value of having interdisciplinary, inclusive groups build and test new improvements to the
system. Legal design draws on the creative exploration and making
of design work, along with the systems thinking and analysis of
legal work.
The wider theory of change for a design-driven approach
to law is that cascading layers of efforts are needed for transformative impact. The entry points could be diverse and multi-channel.
For example, one flow could look as follows:
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1. Broader, participatory network. A diverse group of
		 professionals (beyond lawyers) and the public are 		
		 involved in discussions and design of how to reform
		 the legal system, through design events.
2. Human-centered research of needs and opportunities. This
		 interdisciplinary, participatory network can conduct 		
		 research into what people’s needs and opportunities are
		 regarding the legal system. This research might consider
		 justiciable events, experiential and process problems,
		 and usability breakdowns. It also involves legal mapping,
		 to understand the rules, policies, and legislation that
		 define the current system and that might be levers for
		 future interventions.
3. Exploratory designs. The research defines an agenda 		
		 regarding new products, services, and policies that can
		 make the legal system work better for people. Groups in
		 university labs, public institutions, foundations, small
		 companies, and large existing legal and professional
		 services companies develop and test-run these new 		
		 improvements, using the research to guide them. This
		 step involves exploratory design and research. Often in
		 legal design, these test runs mix the introduction of new
		 frontline programs (e.g., communications, products,
		 technology, services, and spaces) with reform of backend
		 structures (e.g., rules, laws, regulatory structures, norms,
		 and policies).
4. Field pilots and evaluation. The new interventions and
		 policies that test well in the exploratory stage are then
		 refined sufficiently to be piloted in the field. People’s 		
		 experiences and outcomes are evaluated to determine
		 whether they increase both the level and quality of
		 justice and the efficiency and usability of the system. 		
		 Outcomes might include people’s ability to resolve
		 issues promptly, fully, and collaboratively. They also 		
		 might relate to people’s ability to comprehend and act
		 in the legal system.
5. Scale and replication. The piloted interventions and
		 policies that are shown through observational and
		 controlled trials to have positive outcome are then
		 scaled and replicated and established as the new
		 standard for how the legal system should operate.
6. Long-term evaluation. In a longer timeframe, the
		 implementations can be evaluated for larger,
		 downstream implications. Studies can determine
		 whether they improve rule of law, alleviate poverty,
		 improve quality of life, improve the economy, and 		
		 improve people’s relationships with the justice system
		 and with government more widely.
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This vision of legal design serves to launch new policy reforms,
technology interventions, and service and visual design initiatives
that can improve the legal system. Users of legal design approach
should have a commitment to a participatory public involvement;
dedicated focus on people’s experiences and outcomes; experimentation with technology, services, visuals, and policy design;
and gradual refinement of new solutions that pair creative innovation theory with evidence-based policymaking. In addition to
laying out potential effects and outcomes of legal design, this theory of change provides the base architecture for methods that can
be used to produce them. Each phase of legal design work entails
different sets of methodologies to do rigorous, rich work. The next
sections go through each phase to discuss specific methods.
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See more detailed descriptions of this
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Methods for Legal Design Work
The heart of legal design is the human-centered design process,
which involves a basic sequence of design work.6 It begins with a
phase of seeking to understand a challenge area (or possible areas
for reform) through interviews, ethnography, observations, data
gathering, and exploratory workshops. The process then moves
toward synthesizing specific user personas, needs statements,
requirements lists, and design briefs. Brainstorming, speculative
designs, collaborative co-design, and early rough prototyping
follow to begin trying out new ways to resolve the defined challenge. This expansive creativity then gradually moves toward
specific prototypes, which are tested for usability, experience,
and feasibility. Prototypes are gradually refined toward pilots
through testing and co-design, which leads toward pilots and
scaled implementations.
Although the human-centered design process has grown
in prominence as an innovation method, it is not often grounded
in academic or rigorous methodology. Legal design, at this early
stage of its development, can be more intentional about how and
why it is practiced. Like many other fields that also use a designdriven approach to generate new interventions and knowledge—
like social innovation, human–computer interaction, research
through design, design for dignity, and participatory design—
legal design can create a hybrid of methodologies that leads to
practical and academic results. If the goal of legal design is to create not just new innovations, but innovations that can be piloted
and can form the basis for evidence-based reforms and policymaking in the justice system, then a heightened level of attention to
methodology is necessary.
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Participatory and Cross-Disciplinary Innovation Communities
At the initial stage of legal design work—of bringing a wider community into the agenda-setting, creation, and evaluation of new
innovations in the justice system—the methodology centers on creating a more participatory and interdisciplinary group of stakeholders who are involved in the design process.
Methods from participatory design offer particularly helpful
guidance in this phase.7 This version of a design process integrates
more stakeholders into decision-making roles during exploratory
research and design. This integration occurs through collaborative
workshops, design camps, community awards, co-design sessions,
making and prioritization games, and other methods that allow
for a wider variety of people to participate in design.8 The methods
are often dynamic and interactive. Participatory methods are qualitative, generative tools for research into people’s needs, creating
new concepts and setting the agenda.9
Participatory action research in law and elsewhere also puts
community members at the center of new reform efforts.10 The
methods include holding concept mapping workshops to let various groups and people think through power relationships, current
process, and visions of how the system could be better. Other
methods include asset mapping (to identify common strengths and
talents outside the formal institutions), appreciative inquiry to
build a resource map of how leaders can better draw on the community, and seeing issues from a different perspective when prioritizing community resources. Fishbone diagrams, that lay out
sequences of actions and people into a backbone and offshoots,
reveal root causes to symptoms and surface dynamics—can be
used in a group setting to understand true problems and needs, as
well as to build better community relationships around common
points of view.
Photovoice is a more distributed method (outside of a workshop), in which community members take photos and collect
images to bring to the group to represent the challenge being discussed. These images initiate an analytic conversation about community experiences and needs.
Other work from open government, such as participatory
budgeting and other methods, involve the citizenry in government
reform and can serve as analogous inspiration for legal designers.11
Ongoing consultations and creative interactions between elected
officials, members of the public, and career government workers
can cross over from formal, rigid public consultations to more collaborative, open-ended, and creative design work.12 This outcome
also motivates open contracting—a process that could be adapted to
other government functions.13
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The burgeoning movement in open government and participatory
social services, along with policy labs and living labs, provides a rich
array of tested methods that legal designers can borrow when
expanding the stakeholders included in justice reform.14 These
labs have developed models to combine more interdisciplinary
professional teams and to tackle challenges using hybrid methodologies that cross traditional barriers. The policy labs’ ways of
structuring innovation teams, of consulting with the public, and of
shepherding creative work from exploration to pilot all can serve
as blueprints for legal design work.15
Human-Centered Research into Legal Needs and Opportunities
In the second phase of legal design work, which involves understanding what a human-centered agenda of legal reform should be,
the methodologies focus more on uncovering needs and prioritizing opportunities.
The literature focusing on legal needs surveys describes a
more quantitative approach to integrate into this understanding of
needs.16 These surveys begin to categorize areas of justiciable
events that people have and to offer some understanding of patterns, clusters, and people’s behavior in response to these legal
problems. They reveal large-scale trends that can guide more
micro-level design research.
Research methods focusing on large-scale trends and particular user-generated content on various Internet services—methods
that are used by those working on social innovation, political activism, and public health—can also help legal designers to better
understand needs and opportunities. Methods to audit search
results can be used to understand how people are interacting with
legal services online.17 Bots, crowdsourcing, and online classification tools powered by artificial intelligence (AI) also can be used
by researchers to spot, count, and characterize people who are
expressing needs while on social media (e.g., on Twitter, Google,
and other platforms).18
Design research methods bring a more grounded, qualitative understanding of needs and experience. Applied ethnography
is a primary technique used for legal design research into user
needs. It entails either observations of people in legal institutions,
doing legal tasks, or researchers’ going through the processes
themselves (either shadowing litigants or professionals, or undertaking the legal tasks themselves).19 This technique also can involve
stakeholders who do collaborative design, mapping their journey,
in situ acting and improvisation of scenarios, self-recording
diaries, sharing of their artifacts, and interacting with props and
playful mock-ups.20 The goal is to find people in the context of the
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Leadership,” International Journal of
Qualitative Methods 13, no. 1 (2014):
1–18.
27 Guillermo Aldunate et al., “Doing User
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Access to Justice,” Legal Design and

system who are trying to use the system through its technologies,
rules, interfaces, language, and services and then to gather information from them by triggering a reflective process that can
expose what their deeper needs and aspirations are. The ethnographic techniques bring thick, rich descriptions of how people
currently are trying to use the legal system (or to serve others in
the system) and of the possible hooks or policy changes that are
called for.21 They can produce coded interview notes, journey maps
of individual users, swimlane diagrams that map out multiple
stakeholders’ experiences, lists of user requirements, annotated
system maps prioritizing stakeholders and problems, and other
artifacts to capture the status quo.22
Grounded theory offers a related method for collecting a variety of interviews, observations, and other data points, and using
them to synthesize common patterns and themes.23 The grounded
theory qualitative approach to social science considers phenomena
as perpetually changing—and it works to uncover what these conditions are, how people respond to them, and the consequences of
this action. Its methodologies involve wide data collection—from
interviews, observations, and secondary accounts—and then gradual development of codes, categories, relationships, and themes in
this data. Insights and hypotheses are derived from a sample of onthe-ground conditions and experiences, so that the researcher (or
legal designer) is grounded in these human realities when proposing what the status quo of the legal system is, the main categories
of people involved, and potential next steps.24
A more structured, quantitative form of user need scouting
can be borrowed from futurist and forecast studies, which use the
Delphi method to source an agenda from multiple leaders. The Delphi technique involves having multiple experts react to a prompt,
to forecast what they predict will happen in the future and to offer
a vision for what should happen.25 It has been used in health care
for participatory agenda-setting and to structure group communication around how to solve a complex problem.26 This forecasting
method can be adapted to a wider group of stakeholders (not only
legal experts) to solicit visions from more people about where they
would spend resources to improve the legal system—for example,
by ranking needs and opportunities and by participating in fictional games that would allocate funds to the stakeholders.27
Methods for Creating Exploratory Designs
In moving from the understanding of needs to the creation of new
ideas and prototypes for improvement, the methodologies involve
more creative, speculative, and building-focused work.
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The Research Through Design community in human-computer interaction (HCI) has established a set of grounded methodologies to create early-stage prototypes as a means to inquire into
user needs and contexts.28 Design researchers approach complex,
wicked problem areas—with many different stakeholders and
competing priorities—using methods that involve building new
artifacts, testing them, and collaborative iteration to revise them,
and through this process developing stronger theories, hypotheses,
and visions of change.29 These efforts often are long-term research
projects, involving repeated investigations and multiple rounds of
creation, theory-creation, and re-creation of new interventions. The
design team creates testable hypotheses about how to address the
defined challenge by creating early prototypes, testing them, and
then revising their hypothesis and their prototype accordingly.30
Creating these new exploratory designs involves a wide
variety of practical design methods for brainstorming, prototyping, and running early-stage testing or collaborative design
reviews. Human-centered design toolkits offer concrete methods for
running brainstorming sessions, including creative matrices, analogous research, improvisation and bodystorming, interdisciplinary
brainstorms, and crowdsourced open innovation competitions.31
Service design methods are of particular use in legal design, to
research people’s needs and system dynamics and to transform the
research into new ways to provide services through technology,
organizational changes, policies, visuals, and other coordinated
interventions.32 These research activities involve brainstorming to
create early prototypes, like storyboards, proposed blueprints,
sketches of new ideas and products, acting out new experiences
and interactions, and hacking current spaces with quick new
visions of what could be different.33
In legal design, the typical product or service design prototypes also expand to include Policy Prototyping, as has been established in other public service innovation methodologies. 34 This
approach involves taking the sketching, building, and improvisation of more traditional early-stage prototyping to a more complex,
system-level experiment on how things can be changed. A policy
prototype in public service innovation involves creating visual,
service, and product prototypes—in addition to prototypes of new
policies—to run a series of small experiments to test what behaviors, risks, and other unexpected outcomes emerge from these
changes.35 This nascent expansion of design methods into policymaking can be used by legal designers to conduct more exploratory, pre-pilot work in how court rules, legislation, regulation, and
other policies can be reformed.
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Co-design supplements these generative methods by prioritizing
the inclusion of a wide group of stakeholders in the brainstorming
and prototyping.36 It offers methods to expand these creative activities to more amateur community members or system leaders (who
typically do not think of themselves as creative).37 Co-design often
happens in workshops in which experienced designers and developers are paired with amateur ones, but with everyone sketching,
discussing, and building together. The more skilled designers and
developers then begin to translate the group’s vision into a refined
exploratory design.38
The strand of methodologies around speculative design offers
ways to explore possible interventions that may not yet be feasible,
but that can help stretch the community’s vision, challenge their
biases, and think in longer timelines. Rather than aiming at immediate practicality (solving the problem right now), this branch of
design methods encourages the generation of knowledge through
the design of new interventions that are provocative, that can elicit
reactions to help the design team better understand what the limits
of a design space are.39 Speculative design, sometimes called provotyping (rather than prototyping, for its provocative nature), is then
used to have a critical conversation or co-design workshop.40 Stakeholders thus engage with a challenging vision of what could be,
and the design team can push the vision of interventions to be more
ambitious, to think beyond immediate realities, and to also see
what the boundaries of acceptable new interventions would be.41
Design pattern libraries also are a useful tool and methodology during the creation phase of legal design work. Numerous
design patterns already have been proposed around specific legal
objectives—particularly regarding communication of complex
information via contracts, policy statements, and terms of service.42
The pattern library is a means to facilitate the creation of new interventions based on previous vetted practices and to jumpstart
effective design work. The patterns are most common in visual
communication and interaction designs, although legal design also
might work to expand the design pattern method into other systemic areas, to capture best practices and standard forms of service
and policy innovation.
Early Evaluation of New Designs
As many concepts and prototypes emerge from the creative phase,
the next set of methodologies get early, meaningful evaluation of
which designs should advance to pilot. Feedback clarifies how to
make them more engaging and usable, what risks and ethical
concerns might emerge out of them, and how they can be refined
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before being “hardened” into pilots. The methods of evaluation at
this stage vary depending on the type of legal “thing” being
designed. Is the intervention a new communication, product, service, organization, or policy, for example? Specific instruments can
be used to evaluate these different types of prototypes, although
common themes cross all areas of early-stage legal design work.
For all legal design work, the usability of a new innovation is
a central criterion. Other public service innovation design methodologies have been developed to evaluate new communications,
technology, and services based on system usability.43 Standard
surveys are available to measure system usability; they include
fewer than 10 survey questions to reliably elicit feedback from possible users of a new prototype about whether the thing makes the
system more or less usable for them.44 These usability surveys also
can begin to measure whether stakeholders’ experience and confidence with the new prototype will be positive. Usability studies
look at ease of learning a new intervention, efficiency of using it,
and the speed and accuracy in performing tasks with it.45 Beyond
usability, other government technology researchers also have
developed research methods to gauge technology acceptance, motivational models to gauge people’s motivation for using new interventions, and other measures to determine how to roll out new
interventions that will affect whether and how people use them.46
Procedural justice is another area for legal design evaluation.
Even if a prototype makes the legal system more usable, does it
also improve people’s sense of being treated with respect and dignity within the system? Does it improve their sense of confidence
in their ability to interact with the government, and their sense of
faith in the government’s effectiveness and rule of law? Procedural
justice instruments, developed primarily in relation to police–
citizen relationships, can be useful to legal designers.47 They are
short surveys that ask respondents about their relationship with a
government institution and can be adapted to evaluate a proposed
new intervention: Would this new thing improve or exacerbate the
procedural justice factors? 48
Related to the justice measures are methods to measure
Design for Dignity. These instruments, mainly taken from the study
of health care (particularly end-of-life palliative care), measure
indicators of people’s experiences, confidence, and perceived
control in a system.49 Dignity often is measured using the concept
of “perceived control,” in which users’ experience measures are not
only about happiness and satisfaction, but also about their sense
of being treated with care, their knowledge of the complicated
system, and their confidence that they have quality choices and
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an ability to act. 50 Researchers studying technology use among
vulnerable populations, like the homeless and refugees, have also
developed methods to evaluate dignity-related outcomes when
testing new interventions.51
In addition to quantitative feedback surveys, more qualitative, interactive, and generative open-ended design testing sessions can
let design teams gather stakeholders’ reactions, observe their interactions with the prototype, and elicit new re-designs from them.
The testing sessions become more like a workshop, in which
respondents can sketch changes, interpret the prototype to work in
the ideal way for them, and improvise how they would use the
thing in practice. Open-ended testing sessions are less about getting a definitive evaluation of a project’s value, and more about
leading to a next version of the prototype, with a gradual refinement of the hypotheses and details of the intervention. These sessions also can take place in context—where the design team places
the prototype in the field to observe whether people notice it,
engage with it, know how to use it, and to see how they interact
with it.52
Lab testing of more discrete new interventions—such as
new legal documents, technologies, or visuals—also can be useful to rank different versions of a new prototype and to refine
a vision of the details and composition that must engage and
inform stakeholders. Especially with legal design work, where
many interventions involve making complex and intimidating
things more approachable and actionable, lab tests can help design
teams identify what patterns, interactions, and communication
techniques are most promising. Lab evaluations simulate how
a person might encounter a new legal communication or product; have the person try to use this prototype; and then have
them recount their experience, rank the prototype on a number
of predefined factors, and propose iterations to refine it.53 If the
legal design work is a new visual communication, then standard
instruments can be used to empirically measure the prototype
in terms of its ability to “perform” for users. Measurements can
include speed of comprehension, accuracy of comprehension, and
positive user experience.54
If the prototype is more of a civic technology or service, some
outcome measurements from an early field run might also include
the number of people who engage with the technology, those who
return to it, and those who recommend it to others.55 Other possible
measurements in the short term—to show the performance of the
technology—include the number of bugs, breakdowns, or levels of
attrition.
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More work needs to be done in the legal design community
to produce a standard set of metrics around early-stage legal
design prototypes. The instruments used to assess the different
visual, technological, service, organizational, spatial, or policy
designs might differ, depending on these different forms. Still, a
consistent set of factors could be prioritized. A draft of these legal
design testing metrics might include the following features:
1. Usability: Does the thing improve people’s ability to use
		 the legal system, and their sense of a positive experience
		 while doing so?
2. Procedural justice: Does it enhance users’ sense of
		 procedural justice—that the legal system is fair,
		 transparent, and “for them”?
3. Engagement: Does the thing affect people’s willingness
		 to engage with legal tasks—to use the legal system to 		
		 resolve problems and to do the tasks within the system?
4. Legal capability: Does the thing improve people’s ability
		 to efficiently, sufficiently understand the complex legal
		 information needed to deal with the system? Does the
		 thing help them to figure out how the law applies to
		 their specific situation, and enable them to make an
		 informed, actionable decision?
5. Resolution: Does the thing help people to resolve a prob		 lem, to protect their interests, and to achieve a positive
		 outcome for themselves (and those around them)?
6. Administrative burden: Does the thing significantly
		 reduce the amount of time and money that people
		 must spend to complete the tasks in the legal procedure
		 and get to a resolution?
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Building a Stronger Methodology for a Full Cycle
of Legal Design
The methodology of legal design can draw from a variety of social
science, design, and computer science fields to create new strategies for reform, as well as to measure and evaluate new interventions before scaling them and advocating for widespread policy
change. These literatures include HCI, research through design,
applied ethnography, procedural justice, open innovation, and
agile governance.
The pieces that follow in this volume give more examples of
how legal design is being made into a coherent discipline, and how
it is being brought into the reform of court systems, data protection
policy-making, community justice, housing rights, and beyond. As
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further work is done to bring a design approach into the various
areas of law, communities need a sustained effort to refine methods for later in the cycle, as well as to better evaluate and supplement the methods listed here.
Past the exploratory part of the design work, when prototypes harden into pilots, more work is needed to identify methods
that can take the creative, experimental design approach into the
stricter, more controlled field trials. A crucial missing part of many
legal design efforts currently is the pre-trial and pre-pilot field testing. In this phase of going from lab tests to field tests, there is a
need for “soft trial” tests which involve actual human behavior, but
which do not lock the solution into a final version. After this field
run, then traditional social science evaluations using observational
trials and randomized controlled trials can be used to determine
how the interventions perform. As empirical legal studies as a field
grows, and as more trials occur in the legal system, legal design
can become integrated in this work and better create and vet new
interventions to be piloted. Legal design thus can generate knowledge about what things can best improve people’s outcomes and
experiences in the legal system.56
Legal design also can become integrated into the field of
behavioral science. As behavioral labs experiment with nudges
and heuristics to see how small interventions can drive better,
evidence-based policymaking, legal design can borrow their methods and integrate them into their exploratory design work, as well
as their lab and field evaluations.57 When legal design focuses on
getting to widespread influence, then literature on innovation
diffusion, borrowed from management science and health care,
can provide methodologies for understanding both strategies and
evaluations for scaling and replicating new interventions.58
In future research, legal design practitioners and researchers must also define what long term indicators of their work’s
impact might be, and use participatory processes to do so. Some
indicators could be around people’s quality of life after having a
legal problem, including their poverty levels, community health,
levels of violence, faith in the government, mental health, stability
of housing, payment of taxes, children’s attendance of schools, economic productivity, and willingness to use the courts and other
legal services. Greater methodological work on long-term justice
outcomes can help tie legal design work into policy-making and
anti-poverty efforts beyond the justice system that can demonstrate
a wider purpose of legal innovation for society.
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